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Larry Danek 
 

 Larry Danek was born and raised in western Pennsylvania where he did many boyish 

things.  Some of those included hunting, fishing, camping and trapping.  He was an ardent 

reader and enjoyed a variety of books.  After high school and four years in the Air Force, he 

found work in manufacturing before getting an opportunity in the computer field.  He worked as 

a service tech for twenty-eight years before progressing to software support.  It became possible 

for him to really put his heart into writing after a series of health problems prevented him from 

continuing to work.  He is member of the Spokane Authors and Self Publishers, and has book 

signings and speaking engagements in the Spokane area.  Books by Larry Danek include; I’m A 

Ghost in This Body (the first in the Nomadic Ghost series), Ghostly Reunion and the just 

published Runaway Ghost (the second and third volumes of the Nomadic Ghost series).  His 

first novel is Jed’s World. All are available on Amazon and Kindle, and in various local 

Spokane book stores. 

  

 
Continue below for information about Larry’s books. 

(Includes Amazon™/Kindle™ ASIN codes) 
 

 

 

 



I’m the Ghost in this Body: The Nomadic Ghost    
B01I0Z500Q   1532863764 

 

 The Nomadic Ghost travels from body to body as 

required. He never knows when or where that will be. He is 

accompanied by less visible fellow ghosts. They help him to 

understand what his purpose in this body is but don't always 

make it easy. He tends to go from one crisis to another. He 

remembers a couple past lives but knows there were more of 

them. 

He has some abilities that no other humans have. 

 The latest body is recovered from a person that was shot 

and declared dead. What will he do with this one? 
 

 
 

Jed’s World (Original edition)   B00MWDJ1YY 
 

 George Martin gets thrown back in time and can't seem to 

find his way back. He must learn to live in an age with no modern 

convenience. He never liked technology and now regrets the loss of 

it. He finds some magic to help him out but must learn how to use 

it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Jed’s World (New, Revised Edition) B08HSPQPG6   B08HW4F32 L (paperback) 

 

 The ability to create living creatures had been easy but to have 

those beings use initiative and understand complex matters had not been 

as simple.  The only way to get the newly-made ones to progress was to 

use an existing soul who had already developed the skills or forethought 

and concept.  Success would come in the form of an elderly earth man 

who was no longer interested in life.  George Martin expected to join his 

wife in the hereafter but as luck would have it, he was given the chance to 

start over in a new world. 
 

 



Ghostly Reunion: 

A Story of the Nomadic Ghost (vol. 2) 
B01I0Z500Q   1978099037 

 

 This isn't a normal ghost story as the Nomadic Ghost will use 

a living body to fix problems that other ghosts have left behind. 

Chuck Anderson's body is recovered from the river and reanimated 

for a time. The ghost will encounter various problems while seeking 

to complete the mission he was call for. 

 

 

 

 

 

Runaway Ghost: 

A Story of the Nomadic Ghost (vol. 3)           1986978605 

 

 The Nomadic Ghost finds himself in the body of a ten year 

old child and has to find ways to complete the numerous tasks 

that he is asked to do. The ghosts that have summoned him seem 

to have more power than he does from the ethereal side. 

 

 

 

 

Ghost at the border: 

A Story of the Nomadic Ghost                       B089S6TWXT     

                                                                      B089M1D93T (paperback) 
 

  

 

 The Nomadic Ghost is called to fix problems left by other spirits 

that have died and remain until those problems are corrected. 

 

 

 



Pioneer Ghost: A Story of the Nomadic Ghost 
B0957397G1   

 B094TCDGZG (paperback) 
 

  

 The Pioneer Ghost travels the Oregon Trail in search of his 

designated target and finds companions and fellow travelers along the 

way. They are beset by Indians and other travails before he can find 

the men he is destined to remove from the living. He is called by dead 

men who seek revenge for some unknown reason. 
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